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Kangaroo pump 924 service manual

Kangaroo ™ 924 Entry Food Pump Troubleshooting Guide 15 Hampshire Street Mansfield, MA 02048 1-800-962-9888 508-261-8000 www.covidien.com SYMPTOMS PROBABLY CAUSE CORRECTION Flow Error Alam (Flo Err) Food container is empty. Providing tube tubes or eating set tubes is included. Enhanced Drip Room is set to pump. Wall Drip
rooms are coated with breakfast formula. Sensors in guide drive above room are blocked or dirty. Drip Room is too crowded. Refill Food Container. If bags were in use for 24 hours, replace. Find inclusion points and correcting. Note: Inclusion can happen investment or down pump. Check to make sure that roller clamps on food set tubes is open. Check the
tube's tube feed. Check to make sure that bedroom drive is well locked in lieu of bedroom drive guides. Check to ensure that the formula does not prevent sensors from proper operations. If formula can't be removed from indoor wall room via room manipulation, replace insert. Check to make sure the sensors are free of dry formulas. Remove any storage
using a sample cotton exchange with hot soap water. Low Battery Alarm (LoAt) Battery was running down under point to maintain the pump accuracy. Plug power cords pump into the wall outlet. Catch Error Alarm (HLd Err) Pump was left in the hold mode for more than 5 minutes. Press silent alarm, then press again to stop flashing, then press again to
restart pump restart. No set (Chaad Set) Set Pump has improved wear on pump. If points appear with messages; Too much ambient light Check to make sure only a Kangaroo 924 Pump Seth has been placed on the pump. Check to make sure that the security scanning detector on set pump was properly positioned to the security locks on pump. Make sure
there are no water or other contaminations about safety sensors or safety locked windows. Move pump away bright lights. Error System Alarm (SYS Err) Rotor does not turn while pump is running. Rotor is turning, but not that detected by detected rotor. Return pump for technical services. Return pump for technical services. No Audible Alarm Battery is
completely ejected. Alarm's circuit failure. Battery charge for a minimum of 12 hours. Return pump for technical services. START START HOLDING START COVIDIEN, COVIDIEN and logos, Covidien logos, positive results for life and Kangaroo are UNITED STATES and/or internationally registered trademarks of Covidien AG. ©2009 Covidien. H6201-5M-
1209 Kangaroo ™ for User Normal Operation plug the pump into AC plug wall. Battery Operation Unplugging the pump from the AC line will put the pump on battery power. Recharge the battery, the intricate pump to an AC Wall Outlet. Pump will automatically start charging. Programming - These general instructions are for setting kangaroo 924 Sets in the
Kangaroo 924 Pump. 1. Close roller clamps on pump 2. Fill bags of food or container spike before setting up pump. 3. In order to achieve proper accuracy, the liquid line of the food bag must be 28 inches above the top of the food pump when starting the food cycle. 4. Gently open clamp control and fill all lines with fluids, leaving a few drops of liquid in the
drive room. NOTE: Avoid filling the drip room more than half full. 5. Close roller clamps. 6. Load set for each arrow diagram on pump. Do not replace tubes. 7. Press and wait while pump to do a system check. ABOUT 8. Check FLIGHT CLR light or press Volume then VOL CLR key volume. 9. Set the feed rate using one of the following two options: • Press
the increase • Turn the knob on the left side of the Pump Settings volume to be dropped VTBD percentage (optional feature) • Press the VTBD button. • S and VTBD using knob on the pump side, or by pressing the Increase button. • O nly use the VTBD option if you want the pump to stop and alarm once a set amount is set to the formula delivered. 10 .
Open roller clamps. 11. Press START / KEEP. To change percentage: 1. Press START. HOLD 2. Set new rate by pressing the 3. Pres. START HOLD View pump operating manual for detailed instructions. 924 Enter The Feeding Pump   or Decrease button, or START HOLD   or key on the front panel.   or Fall Interal Food PumpThe Kangaroo
and Trade 924 Enter Feeding Pump feature pre-set volume and overflow infusion protection to ensure the correct and consistent delivery of nutrition. Controls are easy-to-use to make set-up and operations in the intuitive unit. The Kangaroo and Trade 924 pump is used exclusively with the Kangaroo and trade 924 pump. Intuitive interface – explicitly
designed with visible programming options allows for quick understanding of the programming features to help reduce the potential for programming error Dial Control – Quick Permits and easy programming of feed rates and flights The number to be delivered (VTBD) provides a smooth and easy transition from the Kangaroo™ 224 pump Operate Range to
individual (one mL) Inclusion-Allow for quick, easy and accurate programming of food rates (1 to 300 mL/hour) and VTBD (1 to 2000 mL) Built in Paul Clamp- Rduit weights in general and done The apple is less bulky and easier to use when attached with IV pillars 16 Hour Battery Life – Allows extended function and power capacity (based on 125 mL/hour
food rate) . The battery is charged when the AC Adapter is connected to a dash. The total time to charge the 924 pump is approximately 8 hours. Battery life is determined based on 125mls per hour feed rate. Quick Battery Recharge Rate – Battery charges in approximately 8 hours when AC is connected to an active memory – Keep flow rate for up to 16
hours (battery operation) or 24 hours (AC connected). This allows for simplified uses and minimize potential in provider programs. When powered on, the pump automatically returns back to the previous settings in this time series. Audible and Visual Alarm - Six different alarm functions include both audience and visual alarms. These alarms provide for
additional protection and strengthen clinical confidence. The added visual alarm provides for a greater sense of patient safety, especially in Home Care Market. LED Display – Provides for clear and easy programming capabilities and visibility in all lighting requirements Clear Light Indicators – Clear type and visual display provide for easy feeding pump
operations without specialized training length. Indicates for AC connections and Key Flights. The adjustable language – Available in 13 different language selections No removable parts - The power cord and IV pillar clamps are both integrated into the light weight unit and Portable - Weighs only 3.75 lbs, the pump is convenient, light-weight, and easy to
transport. The built-in pump handle also provides for greater flexibility and easy movement. Accuracy – This pump is accurate at +/-10% (or 0.5 mL, regardless of older) Unique OPTIX Sensor – The Innovative, partially detected OPTIX Detector uses optical sensors to confirm the pump's safety pump quality. This unique feature provides for protection against
placement improvements and results in increased patient safety. Security.
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